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REVIEWS

Cosrnigraphics: Picturing SpaceThroughTirne, by Michael Benson (Abrams,
NewYork), 2or4. Pp. 3zr,3t-r x 25.r cm. Price d3o/g5o (hardbound; ISBN
879 r 4197 1387 ).

In the foreword, Gingerich describes this book as "an extraordinary visual
sampling of the human response to the beauty and mystery of the heavens,,, and
indeed it is. The book is divided into ten chapters covering the famiiiar topics
of naked-eye astronomy, although not all images are of naked-eye objects,
with additional chapters on 'Creation' and 'The srrucrure of the Universe,;
the former ranges from eariy myths to the CMB as observed by Planck, the
latter from antique 'world systems' to modern maps of large-scale structure.
Before the table of contents is a timetable of illustrations: most chapters conrain
illustrations made during (usually the latter part of) the last millennium, though
Chapter 7 on'Constellations, the Zodiac and the Milky!flay' covers a bit more
than the previous two millennia, and Chapter 3 on 'The Moon'reaches back
to almost zooo BC. Each chapter consists of a few pages of text followed by
many illustrations, presented almost strictly chronologically, each with a
detailed caption. The text of each chapter provides a condensed history of the
relevant fie1d of astronomy or cosmology, in most cases without reference to
the following illustrations; the historical context for these is sketched in the
introduction. Most of the images are in colour and most are full-page (or, if the
caption is on the same, as opposed to a neighbouring, page, almost so), u,ith
some covering some or most of the facing page as well. (The few not in colour
are reproductions of black-and-white originals.)

There are illustrations based on myths and illustrations based on science, wirh
the latter becoming more common as time increases throughout each chapter.
There are no photographs (neither of the traditional type nor of the modern
version, a JPEG file made from data collected by an electronic detector): most
images are from the time before photography was invented, but those from the
time after its invention are dra'*,ings, paintings, or computer graphics (based
on observations or simulations). Most were unfamiliar to me, though there are
a few classic images I have seen many times, such as Flammarion's mediaval-
iooking engraving of someone poking his head through the celestial sphere,
Kepler's Platonic solids, Thomas W'right's galaxies, Bonesteil,s paintings of
planets and their satellites, and the cMB as seen by Planch.Ttre lesser-known
images are by no means less interesting, but rather a treasure trove of pictures
which depicr humanity's ideas about the cosmos as much as the cosmos itself.
The lack of photographs means that there is practically no overlap between this
book and other coffee-table books featuring images frorn Hubble, etc.

Although not a text book, astronomy, cosmology, and their history are
described wel1, though, of course, briefly. The necessary attention has been
paid to proofreading and typesetting. There are neither footnotes nor end-nores
and no bibliography. A tr;v,o-page index is sufficient. The image credits and
ackno',r.'iedgements are a (large) page each of small print (like that of the index
and captions; only the main text is in normal-size type): a book like this draws
on the work of many people, but it is much more than lust a compendium.

This is a beautiful book, very well produced, and surprisingiy inexpensive
considering the large size, number of pages, and number and quality of (mostly
colour) images. I highly recommend it to everyone interested in astronomy, art,
and/or the history of either. - PHrT r rp HEI-BIG.
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